Prior to March 6, 2017, Brighthouse Funds Trust I was known as Met Investors Series Trust and Brighthouse Funds Trust II was known as Metropolitan Series Fund.

Effective April 28, 2008, the MFS Value Portfolio of the Met Investors Series Trust (MIST) merged with and into the MFS Value Portfolio of the Metropolitan Series Fund, Inc. (MSF). Values before April 28, 2008 reflect the performance of the MIST MFS Value Portfolio and that of its predecessor, the Travelers Series Trust MFS Value Portfolio, since the latter's inception on July 20, 1998.


Effective April 30, 2012, the Lord Abbett Mid Cap Value Portfolio of the Metropolitan Series Fund merged into the Lord Abbett Mid Cap Value Portfolio (currently known as Invesco Mid Cap Value Portfolio) of the Met Investors Series Trust. Values before April 30, 2012 reflect the performance of the Lord Abbett Mid Cap Value Portfolio of the Metropolitan Series Fund.

Effective April 29, 2013, the MLA Mid Cap Portfolio (formerly the Lazard Mid Cap Portfolio) of the Met Investors Series Trust merged into the Neuberger Berman Genesis Portfolio of the Metropolitan Series Fund. Values before April 29, 2013 reflect the performance of the MLA Mid Cap Portfolio.

Effective April 29, 2013, the Met/Franklin Income Portfolio of the Met Investors Series Trust merged into the Loomis Sayles Global Markets Portfolio of the Met Investors Series Trust. Values before April 29, 2013, reflect the performance of the Met/Franklin Income Portfolio.

Effective April 29, 2013, the Oppenheimer Global Equity Portfolio of the Metropolitan Series Fund (MSF) merged into the Met/Templeton Growth Portfolio of the Met Investors Series Trust (MIST) and the Met/Templeton Growth Portfolio was renamed the MIST Oppenheimer Global Equity Portfolio. Values before April 29, 2013 reflect the performance of the MSF Oppenheimer Global Equity Portfolio.

Prior to April 29, 2013, the Morgan Stanley Discovery Portfolio was known as the Morgan Stanley Mid Cap Growth Portfolio.

Prior to April 29, 2013, the Loomis Sayles Global Allocation Portfolio was known as the Loomis Sayles Global Markets Portfolio.


Prospectuses for the underlying investment funds are available from MetLife. The prospectuses contain information about the investment objectives, risks, and policies of the underlying investment funds, as well as other information about the underlying funding choices. Please read the prospectuses and consider this information carefully before investing. Product availability and features may vary by state. All product guarantees are subject to the financial strength and claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company.

The average annual total returns shown above represent past performance and are not an indication of future performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance information shown. The investment experience and cash value of a policy will fluctuate so that, at the time of a withdrawal or surrender, the cash value may be worth more or less than the amount of premiums paid.

Performance results current to the most recent month-end are available at www.metlife.com.
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